JSA and PSA/DNA: Can they tell real from fake?

Earlier this year, an associate of ours brought a few items to our attention. He was in the
possession of two pieces that had been auctioned off at R&R Auctions, and he had encountered
an issue. Because of some information he had come across, he no longer believed the items
were real.
He took the items to a laboratory and had his fears confirmed.
The first item is a color 8x10 photograph signed by Joe DiMaggio and Mickey Mantle.
Meet Joe DiMaggio and Mickey Mantle.

When the piece pictured above was sold at R&R Auctions, it came with the JSA full Letter of
Authenticity, complete with JSA sticker B33814 affixed to the photo. It also came with a PSA/DNA
certificate.

Your Certificate Is Valid
Certificate Number:

B33814

Signer:

Mickey Mantle

Field:

Baseball

Description:

Multi-Signed Color Photograph

Manufacturer:

Kodak

Type:

Pride of the Yankees

Size:

8 x 10

Number Of Signatures: 2
Writing Implement:

Fiber Tip Marker

Color:

Blue

Notes:

Also signed by Joe DiMaggio

The item is confirmable at www.SpenceLOA.com.

There’s one main problem with the piece. The JSA certificate states the following:

The PSA/DNA certificate states the following:

Apparently, during this period when the photo was “thoroughly examined”, neither JSA nor
PSA/DNA noticed that the photo is actually a laser print copy of the original. The signatures have
not been added to the photo, but are actually part of the photo. The signatures were printed onto
the photo paper when the rest of the photo was printed onto the photo paper.
The writing instrument is listed as “felt tip marker”, when the more accurate term would be “laser
printer”.
JSA even went so far to say that, among other factors, the pen pressure was consistent with
known samples in their database. Pen pressure? On a laser print? How is that possible? Does
that mean that they compared it to other laser prints and it was consistent with them?
This situation made us wonder how JSA and PSA/DNA could have missed the fact that the photo
was a laser copy.
The JSA certificate was signed “Autographically Yours,” and the PSA/DNA certificate was signed
“Yours in Signatures”. Something like “Yours in Toner” would have been a better ending.
Unfortunately, it’s not the only time JSA and PSA/DNA have made this mistake.
Meet President Harry S. Truman.

This Harry Truman 8x10 photo was also auctioned off at R&R Auctions. It was auctioned off with
both a PSA/DNA certificate and an R&R certificate.

Unfortunately, it is also a laser print.

The inscription and signature are, once again, printed onto the paper. They were part of the photo,
as it was printed onto the photo paper.
What did the PSA/DNA and R&R Auction certificates mean when they both reported that the photo
was “signed and inscribed in black ink”? Were they referring to the original, which they did not
examine, or the laser print that they did “examine”?
We decided to take our test one step further. Since PSA/DNA had certified the Joe DiMaggio and
Mickey Mantle laser print after JSA certified it, we wondered if the opposite would occur. Would
JSA certify a laser print after PSA/DNA had certified it, or would they notice that it was a laser print
when they “thoroughly examined” the photo?

Your Certificate Is Valid

Certificate Number:

B74682

Signer:

Harry S. Truman

Field:

Political

Description:

Signed Black & White Photograph

Manufacturer:

Unmarked

Type:

Head Shot

Size:

8" X 10"V

Number Of Signatures: 1
Location:

Front

Writing Implement:

Steel-tip Fountain Pen

Color:

Black

Notes:

The inscription and date has been penned in the hand of Harry Truman.

The item is confirmable at www.SpenceLOA.com.
Once again, JSA even went so far to say that, among other factors, the pen pressure was
consistent with known samples in their database. Pen pressure? Once again, on a laser print?
How is that possible? Does that mean that they compared it to other laser prints and it was
consistent with them?
What did the JSA certificate mean when it stated that “The inscription and date has been penned
in the hand of Harry Truman”? Were they referring to the original, which they did not examine, or
the laser print that they did “examine”?
We wondered if this was an isolated situation, and then we found the answer. Unfortunately, it
does not seem to be an isolated situation.
Meet Allie Reynolds.

Your Certificate Is Valid
Certificate Number: E12889

Signer:

Allie Reynolds

Description:

framed display

Unfortunately, when the piece is taken out of the frame, like the Joe DiMaggio/Mickey Mantle
photo and the Harry Truman photo, it is also a laser copy. It’s printed on double-sided matte
paper.
The backing paper had a JSA sticker on it, sticker E12889.
Yet again, we wondered how JSA had missed this when the Basic Cert was issued. Could it
happen again?
The piece was brought back to JSA. What did they do?

They upgraded the piece to a full Letter of Authenticity, with JSA sticker B99057. That’s right, the
laser print was upgraded from a Basic Cert to a Full Letter of Authenticity. They replaced the basic
cert sticker with the new sticker. Once again, they felt the laser print had a pen pressure that was
consistent to other items in their database. They also declared the laser print signature the
product of a ballpoint pen.

Your Certificate Is Valid
Certificate Number:

B99057

Signer:

Allie Reynolds

Field:

Baseball

Description:

Signed Cut

Manufacturer:

Not Visible

Type:

Framed w / NYY Black & White Photo

Size:

3" X 5"H

Number Of Signatures: 1
Location:

Blank

Writing Implement:

Ballpoint Pen

Color:

Blue

The item is confirmable at www.SpenceLOA.com.
We asked an unsuspecting dealer to drop the piece off at PSA/DNA when he brought some of his
items in for review. We did not tell him that it was a laser print, for fear that he would not be able to
act casual when he met with them. Would they notice the nagging little fact that the piece is a
laser copy?

The piece has a new sticker on the back.

I73351

PSA/DNA Authentication Services it is our opinion
that the signature(s) is/are genuine. According to the
Certification Database, this item is defined as
follows:
Item: CUT
Primary Signer: ALLIE REYNOLDS
Authentication Date: 09/24/2009

Verify

Result/Grade: Authentic

That’s right. It passed. The folks at PSA/DNA must have read JSA’s advertising. They did “follow
the leader”. They followed JSA’s example and certified a laser copy as an original signature. The
certificate can be verified at www.psadna.com
Unfortunately, there’s more.
Meet Enos Slaughter.

Your Certificate Is Valid
Certificate Number: E12887
Signer:

Enos Slaughter

Description:

black and white photograph

Notes:

framed display

Unfortunately, when the piece is taken out of the frame, it is also a laser print. It’s printed on
double-sided matte paper. It is not an index card. Even the pink and blue lines are printed on the
matte paper. A total fabrication.
Is any of this sounding horrifyingly familiar?
The backing paper had a JSA sticker on it, sticker E12887.
Yet again, we wondered how JSA had missed this when the Basic Cert was issued. Could it
happen again?
The piece was brought back to JSA. What did they do? You may already have guessed.

Your Certificate Is Valid

Certificate Number:

B99056

Signer:

Enos Slaughter

Field:

Baseball

Description:

Signed Cut

Manufacturer:

Not Visible

Type:

Framed with Black & White Photo

Size:

1 1/4" X 4 1/2"H

Number Of Signatures: 1
Location:

Lined Side

Writing Implement:

Fiber-tip Marker

Color:

Purple

The item is confirmable at www.SpenceLOA.com.

That’s right. They upgraded the piece to a full Letter of Authenticity, with JSA sticker B99056.
That’s right, yet another laser print was upgraded from a Basic Cert to a Full Letter of Authenticity.
They replaced the basic cert sticker with the new sticker. Once again, they felt the laser print had

a pen pressure that was consistent to other items in their database. They also declared the laser
print signature the product of a felt-tip marker.
We asked the same unsuspecting dealer to drop this piece off at PSA/DNA when he brought some
of his items in for review. Like the Allie Reynolds piece, we did not tell him that the Enos Slaughter
piece was a laser print, for fear that he would not be able to act casual when he met with them.
Would they notice the nagging little fact that the piece was yet another laser print?

i73350

PSA/DNA Authentication Services it is our opinion
that the signature(s) is/are genuine. According to the
Certification Database, this item is defined as
follows:

Item: CUT
Primary Signer: ENOS SLAUGHTER
Authentication Date: 09/24/2009
Verify

Result/Grade: Authentic

That’s right. It passed. The “experts” at PSA/DNA passed yet another laser print. The certificate
can be verified at www.psadna.com
Unfortunately, there’s still more.
Meet Bill “Moose” Skowron.

Your Certificate Is Valid
Certificate Number: E12888
Signer:

Moose Skowron

Description:

framed display

The item is confirmable at www.SpenceLOA.com
We think you can probably guess the next part by now.

Unfortunately, when the piece is taken out of the frame, it is also a laser print. It’s printed on
double-sided matte paper. It is not an index card. Like the Enos Slaughter piece, even the pink
and blue lines are printed on the matte paper. A total fabrication.
Is any of this sounding distressingly familiar?
The backing paper had a JSA sticker on it, sticker E12888.
Yet again, we wondered how JSA had missed this when the Basic Cert was issued. Could it
happen again?
This piece was also brought back to JSA. What did they do? We think you know by now.
Consistency seems to be the key.

Your Certificate Is Valid
Certificate Number:

B99055

Signer:

Bill "Moose" Skowron

Field:

Baseball

Description:

Signed Index Card

Manufacturer:

Not Visible

Type:

Framed with Black & White Photo

Size:

3" X 3 1/2"H

Number Of Signatures: 1
Location:

Lined Side

Writing Implement:

Ballpoint Pen

Color:

Black

That’s right. They upgraded the piece to a full Letter of Authenticity, with JSA sticker B99055.
That’s right, yet another laser print was upgraded from a Basic Cert to a Full Letter of Authenticity.
They replaced the basic cert sticker with the new sticker. Once again, they felt the laser print had
a pen pressure that was consistent to other items in their database. They also declared the laser
print signature the product of a ballpoint pen.
The item is confirmable at www.SpenceLOA.com
Along with the other pieces, we asked the same unsuspecting dealer to drop this piece off at
PSA/DNA when he brought some of his items in for review. Like the Allie Reynolds and Enos
Slaughter pieces, we did not tell him that the Bill “Moose” Skowron piece was a laser copy, for fear
that he would not be able to act casual when he met with them. Would they notice the nagging
little fact that the piece was yet one more laser print?
Dare we even ask?

i73349

PSA/DNA Authentication Services it is our opinion
that the signature(s) is/are genuine. According to the
Certification Database, this item is defined as
follows:
Item: CUT
Primary Signer: MOOSE SKOWRON
Authentication Date: 09/24/2009

Verify

Result/Grade: Authentic

Need we publish the results? That’s right. It passed. Another laser print. The certificate can be
verified at www.psadna.com
It seems this could go on indefinitely. We only had these pieces. It certainly appears that, with
both JSA and PSA/DNA, this could go on and on and on. They clearly seem to enjoy putting
stickers on laser prints.
Are we supposed to believe that there are not a whole lot more laser prints out there with JSA
and/or PSA/DNA certificates and stickers?
Can JSA or PSA/DNA tell the difference between something real and a copy? Can either JSA or
PSA/DNA tell the difference between real and fake?

We think we may have the answer to that. Read on.
Meet Brett Favre.

Another associate went to see the JSA booth at the Dulles Expo Center in Chantilly, Virginia. He
brought the Brett Favre photo above with him.

The JSA people asked him to leave the piece for a few hours. When he returned, JSA provided
him with the report pictured above, stating that the piece was not a genuine Brett Favre signed
photo. Finally, after all of the passed laser prints, JSA has failed something.
In addition to the usual reasons JSA lists as reasons for failing an item, like
,
and the ever popular
,
JSA added two new reasons:

Shouldn’t JSA have mentioned the “facsimile” thing when JSA examined the Joe DiMaggio/Mickey
Mantle, Harry Truman, Allie Reynolds, Enos Slaughter and Bill “Moose” Skowron laser prints they
passed?
Instead, JSA used it as a reason to fail the Brett Favre photo.
Is there a problem here? We think so, and figure you just might, too.

The Brett Favre photo was presented to JSA with the hologram featured above affixed to the front
of the photo. JSA was also shown the accompanying Certificate of Authenticity, which has a
hologram sticker that matches the one affixed to the photo. According to the text,

The hologram sticker has the text “135389 authentic 4 Brett Favre” printed on it.
The 4 identifies the piece as a product of the company Fan4Ever, which had a contract with Brett
Favre during his tenure with the Green Bay Packers.
According to a representative of Fan4Ever, Brett Favre was under contract to sign all of the pieces
that would bear the numbered hologram sticker. Brett Favre would sign all of these pieces, per the
contract, in front of a representative of Fan4Ever.
That’s right. No secretary signing photos. No clubhouse photos. No facsmilies. No stamps. Just
an actual Brett Favre signature.
That’s the point of the Certificate. Fan4Ever’s selling point is the fact that the piece was witnessed
and has been marked accordingly. The company representative acknowledged that producing the
likes of a secretarial, clubhouse, or copy signature would harm the company’s reputation, and
would not be worth the potential damage to the company. To safeguard against this, Fan4Ever
had controlled signings and issued the accompanying certificates. What the consumer was buying
was two things, Brett Favre’s autograph and the Fan4Ever certified guarantee that came with it.
So, after passing all of those laser prints, JSA was shown a Brett Favre hologramed photo. A Brett
Favre certified photo. A guaranteed product signed by Brett Favre under contract at a controlled
signing. They failed it.
What’s the problem? Could it be that the Brett Favre photo was not a laser print? We have
already discovered that both JSA and PSA/DNA really like those.

We also had to wonder when those irregular overlapping strokes became part of the signature.
Was it when Brett Favre signed it at a controlled, witnessed signing? Was it when the piece was
marked with the hologram and certificate? Was it after that?
Does Brett Favre know that he is supposed to be aligning his signature with a make believe
baseline? Doesn’t he know not to undulate when he signs his signature? Shouldn’t he fix these
things when someone pays him to sign pieces under contract?
The failure of the Brett Favre piece by JSA – after the wildly high passing percentage of all of
those laser prints - made us wonder what PSA/DNA would do with the same Brett Favre photo.
Would they “follow the leader” again and whiff on another piece?
Once again, we had our unsuspecting dealer walk the piece in to PSA/DNA. Surely, after passing
all of those laser prints, they would also pass a hologrammed, certified piece, right?

Then again…
According to PSA/DNA, the signature was, among other things,

Shouldn’t someone contact Brett Favre and suggest that he not do that when he signs pieces at
controlled, contracted signings?
At least PSA/DNA did not consider the witnessed signature a secretarial, clubhouse or facsimile.
PSA/DNA deemed it an outright forgery. It just didn’t have the class of all of those laser prints that
PSA/DNA was so fond of.

When Brett Favre signed the signature in front of witnesses, it was a controlled, scheduled event,
so technically, it would not have been spontaneous. He was contracted to be there signing the
signature at a stated time.
Did Brett Favre have rhythm when he signed this signature in front of witnesses? Does anyone
have rhythm when they sign their signature?
Did Brett Favre have conviction when he signed this signature in front of witnesses. He knew he
was Brett Favre. The witnesses knew he was Brett Favre. What more conviction does a signature
require?
Does the signature lack movement? How can anyone write anything without some sort of
movement?
As we asked when both JSA and PSA/DNA passed all of those laser prints, was this just an
isolated incident, or a darker sign of something really scary?
You guessed it. We decided to find out. We don’t like to leave questions unanswered.
Meet Kobe Bryant.

Our associate brought this piece to JSA. It’s a 2008 USA Men’s Olympic Basketball jersey signed
by Kobe Bryant. Maybe the problem with the laser prints and the witnessed photo was that JSA is
not familiar with Presidents, baseball players or football players. Could that be it? Would they do
better with a basketball player?

It seems that the Kobe Bryant jersey is a fake. Or at least JSA has reported it to be a fake. How
did JSA come to this conclusion?

Okay. Now we understand.
What’s wrong with the Kobe Bryant signature? Many things, including:

The signature may not be the prettiest signature out there, but the hesitation, tremors and patching
do not seem to be anywhere to be found.
Surely, there must be more.

The signature appears on the number on the jersey. We cannot find this base line that JSA keeps
mentioning, but the signature does seem reasonable well positioned between the borders of the
jersey number. We’re not sure why a signature is not supposed to undulate.
With JSA’s stated “expertise” and “professional experience”, shouldn’t we assume the piece must
be a fake?

How could this be? According to the paperwork that came in the box with the jersey, it’s an Upper
Deck limited edition piece. There were 100 jerseys signed. In fact, this one is numbered 14/100.

Like Fan4Ever, Upper Deck sells not only the autograph, but also the signing process. All of the
Upper Deck pieces are signed in front of witnesses. Surely the witnesses know what the signer
should look like, and would not be fooled by a substitute.
With that in mind, what about JSA’s findings? Where was the
?
Since the Upper Deck certificate indicates that the piece was signed by Kobe Bryant in front of
witnesses, shouldn’t the letter slant, angle and/or pitch be considered typical of Kobe Bryant’s
signature? Shouldn’t the characteristics of Kobe Bryant signing his own signature – in front of
witnesses – be considered typical every time? The 14th time out of 100?

Irregular for whom? Since Kobe Bryant signed the piece in front of Upper Deck witnesses,
shouldn’t this signature be considered to possess letter shape and/or formation that would be
considered regular for his own signature? What did JSA compare it to? Someone else’s samples?
If JSA compared it to known samples from Shaquille O’Neal, this signature would look irregular. Is
that what they did? Is there any explanation for any of this?
Once again, we hate to leave questions unanswered. When our unsuspecting dealer visited with
PSA/DNA, he had the Kobe Bryant jersey.
What did PSA/DNA do? Is anyone else getting tired of asking the same questions over and over
again?

Once again, PSA/DNA followed the leader. PSA/DNA failed yet another witnessed piece. After
passing all of those laser copies. Like JSA, PSA/DNA had all sorts of issues with the signature,
among them:

Excessive pen pressure. With a Sharpie. On the stiff surface of the jersey number. Since the
jersey number’s surface is harder than the tip of the pen, how could any pen pressure with a felt-tip
pen be deemed excessive?

Once again, Kobe Bryant signed the jersey in front of Upper Deck witnesses. Shouldn’t any
characteristics of his own signature – when signed in front of witnesses – be considered regular?
What did PSA/DNA compare the witnessed signature to? Larry Byrd samples? Michael Jordan
samples? Is this signature irregular for an NBA star? What exactly is irregular about this witnessed
signature? Does it have characteristics that are different from Kobe Bryant signatures that have
not been witnessed?
Let’s sum up what we know so far.
JSA seems to love laser prints.
PSA/DNA likes to “follow the leader” and passes the same laser prints.
JSA does not seem to like witnessed signatures. Apparently, they lack the natural quality of laser
prints.
PSA/DNA also does not seem to like witnessed signatures. Apparently, PSA/DNA also feels they
lack the natural quality of laser prints.
By this time, as you can probably guess, we have spent a lot of money for authentication. A LOT
of money. We certainly do not feel like we have gotten much of a bang for our buck. Have you
seen what JSA and PSA/DNA charge for work of this caliber? Yipes.
At the point of being repetitive, we spent a lot of money. We do not think we got much for it. At
least not much positive.

So far, our results indicate that we have both JSA’s and PSA/DNA’s blessings to sell lovely laser
prints. Unfortunately, neither JSA nor PSA/DNA gave us the same blessings to sell witnessed
pieces. Who wouldn’t prefer a nice laser print, anyway?
We decided to conduct one last test. We decided to see if JSA had any chance of identifying a
real piece from a fake. Were the previous results just the effects of quite a few bad days?
In the interest of cost savings, we decided to limit the last test to JSA. After all, we think we
already can guess what would happen with PSA/DNA, since they matched JSA 100% in passing
laser prints and 100% in failing witnessed signatures. Did we really need to spend even more
money? If you want to give PSA/DNA the benefit of assuming they would differ in any way from
JSA on this one last piece, in spite of all the results, feel free. We’ll leave that up to you.
Meet President Ronald Reagan.

We took this piece to JSA.

Finally, after all of those passed laser prints, JSA’s failure ratio improves. Their reasons?
They had one main reason, which they supported with some side issues.
According to JSA, the

We’ll get to that one in a bit. But first, the other issues.

We do not know what is or is not in JSA’s files. Apparently, a lot of things with similar pen
pressure. However, if one considers the very nature of an autopen signature, it is a replica of an
original signature. If it were ink instead of a facsimile, it would likely be an original. JSA is stating
that this signature looks like genuine Ronald Reagan signatures because it is a replica of an
original signature. That’s really interesting, considering their other reasons, which follow.
What are their other supporting reasons?

Once again, here is the Ronald Reagan signature. There is the slight overlap in the start of the
second capital “R”. Other than that, there were never any overlapping strokes in Ronald Reagan’s
signature. Does that mean that this signature is a forgery because it lacks features that never
appeared in Ronald Reagan’s signature? Is JSA kidding?

The signature appears to have been executed with a Sharpie. The paper is a stiff, thick paper.
Sharpies don’t normally leave a lot of indentation, especially on thick paper. Nevertheless, if you
run your finger over the signature – hardly hi-tech science – you can actually feel the signature’s
indentations on the paper. When did the indentations get there? After JSA’s “inclusive analysis”,
or did they miss this, too, like they missed the little laser print thing on the other pieces?

Take another look at the signature. Even with the naked eye, it certainly looks like the ink has
spread out or bled. How can ink spread without flow or movement?

Even more significantly, look at the back of the document.

What do you see? An autopen signature is like a printed signature and is the same as printed text.
Autopens don’t bleed through the paper, especially through thick paper.
How can a document have ink bleeding through the paper without ink flow or movement?
Try writing on paper with a Sharpie. It bleeds through most papers. Try printing with your printer,
which is like the autopen process. Things don’t bleed through. Anyone see the bleeding that went
through the paper in the above picture? We do. Do you? Why didn’t JSA?

If the bleeding through the paper can be seen with the naked eye, how was it missed in JSA’s
“inclusive examination”?

Is JSA referring to the parts of the signature that clearly show bleeding and spreading out of the
ink? Is JSA referring to the indentations that can be felt whenone runs a finger over the signature?
If it were not for the photo on the JSA certificate, we’d probably assume they must have been
looking at and talking about a different piece. Sadly, JSA was not.
Unfortunately for collectors, JSA’s certificates and PSA/DNA’s certificates are accepted literally
everywhere. As a result, their work can be found, among other places, at:
ABC Autographs - Jim Pavlish
Alan Gutterman
Andy Madec Sports Cards
B & E Collectibles
Bricol Auctions
Broadway Rick's Strike Zone
Cardboard Memories
Clean Sweep Auctions
EAC Gallery
eBay
Everything Baseball
Fusco Auctions
Geppi's Memorabilia Roadshow Auction
Gotta Have It
Grey Flannel Auctions
Harrisburg Area IUP Alumni Chapter
Heritage Auctions
Historic Auctions
Hollywood Collectibles
Huggins & Scott Auctions
Hunt Auctions
Legendary Auctions
Premier Auctions Online
Reeni's Sports Collectibles
Rob Rosen
Robert Edward Auctions
R&R Auction
Sports Lot
Steiner Sports
Sotheby's - SCP Auctions
Upper Deck

The results that we have gotten when we have employed JSA’s and PSA/DNA’s services certainly
question why the auction houses and any of the above-listed companies would use their services.
It certainly seems to defy logic.
Neither JSA nor PSA/DNA seems to be able to tell real signatures from laser prints.
JSA and PSA/DNA do the vast majority of eBay’s quick opinions. All of the pieces in this article
were seen in person. All of the eBay pieces are viewed off of scans for the quick opinions. Are we
supposed to believe that they do reasonably well on their eBay quick opinions when our little study
indicates they cannot get it right in person?
Can we assume that there are laser prints with JSA and PSA/DNA certificates on the market? All
of the pieces in this story were on the market. Several of them sold at R&R Auctions.
Even worse, all of the pieces in this story could be sold today with JSA and PSA/DNA certificates.
Does that make them real?
JSA’s own website and submission form make it clear through the use of a disclaimer what the
company intends to do, or not do, concerning the opinions in their reports. “Certification and
authentication involves an individual judgment that is subjective and requires the exercise
of professional opinion, which can change from time to time. Therefore, JSA makes no
warranty or representation and shall have no liability whatsoever to the customer for the
opinion rendered by JSA on any submission.”
Think that’s bad? Why would anyone want to hire a company that tells them up front that the
company will not stand behind its own work? Would we accept this from any other profession? A
doctor? A plumber? A mechanic? Not likely. Why is this the acceptable standard for memorabilia?
PSA/DNA’s own website and submission form also make it clear through the use of the same
disclaimer that the company intends to run away from the opinions in their reports as quickly as
JSA. “Certification and authentication involves an individual judgment that is subjective
and requires the exercise of professional opinion, which can change from time to time.
Therefore, PSADNA makes no warranty or representation and shall have no liability
whatsoever to the customer for the opinion rendered by PSADNA on any submission.”
Considering their results, it’s easy to understand why JSA and PSA/DNA do not want to stand
behind their own reports. They’re just two peas in a pod.

